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I. Introduction
On the night of March 23, 1918, the London audience at the Wood Green Empire Theatre
were flabbergast by the Chinese magician performing the Bullet Catch slumped to his knees
seconds after the rifles fired. Something had gone wrong. However, the spectators’ shock was
not drawn from the fact that their entertainer was just shot; instead, they were stunned that a man
they had believed to speak exclusively Chinese issued a hasty curtain call in faultless English.
The performing conjuror, Chung Ling Soo, was actually an American magician, Will Robinson.
Robinson had undergone great lengths to construct a convincing alias: he spoke in a gibberish he
passed off as Chinese, he never went anywhere without his “translator” – a Japanese-American
friend, Frank Kametaro – and his wife, Dot Robinson, followed suit. The painstaking attention
paid to his guise as a Chinese performer continues to spark curiosity among modern magic
history scholars, especially at a time when race-related entertainment “to thrust at a minority”
permeated the vaudeville stage and American culture.1 For a white male in the early twentieth
century, adopting another racial identity seems counterintuitive to a successful show business
career.
As magic gained popularity and magicians became celebrities, lithographs exaggerated
the prestige of magicians. In essence, as entertainment magic became increasingly associated
with power the people who practiced the art established an elite, barring members from other
classes from attaining their level of entitlement. Thus, women and ethnic minorities were
excluded from the white male-dominated magic industry. In magic, people of color have
typically occupied niches of exoticism, whether through the famous Indian Rope Trick, in which
a fakir scales a levitating rope, or Chinese Linking Rings, the illusion of melting solid rings
through each other. However, as magic entered its golden age in the nineteenth century, racism
1
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was a prevailing social construct and entertainers of different ethnicities often treaded a fine line
between acceptance and social disapproval. The imitation of a race could be indulged for
entertainment, such as with black-faced minstrels and the magician Will Robinson who disguised
himself as a Chinese conjuror; yet outside the theater racism still saturated mainstream culture.
In order to understand race and its representation in magic, a critical analysis of magic history
and the dominant perspective of the people who imposed the hegemony will be conducted. This
project will document both the historical and the sociological overtones of race and magic,
understanding magic’s connection to the “exotic,” which embraces culturally different illusions,
and its paradoxical promotion of Western society with white magicians in the state of power as
they master “foreign” magic.
The purpose of this paper is to understand the role of images in racial identity and
interpretation of culture in the form of magic illusions. The time period covered in this historical
overview will span from 1890-1930, understanding that “modern” magic (ca. 1840) occurred
when European audiences accepted magic into their home environment, effectively separating
from “lower-class” consumption. In the forty year time span covered, magic reflects residual
colonial attitudes and parallels the rise of minstrelsy in Vaudeville. The historical overview that
follows will pay close attention to the significance of racial cross-dressing, such as the success of
Will Robinson as Chung Ling Soo, and the struggle of magicians of color, including Black Carl
and J. Hartford Armstrong.

II. Colonization of Magic and Whiteness in America
In 1856 Louis-Napoleon Bonaparte turned to a magician for help. He asked Jean Eugene
Robert-Houdin to demonstrate the power of European magic over that of the indigenous people
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asked him to pacify the tribes in French Algeria. Napoleon III feared the upstart Marabouts, a
religious tribe whose authority came with their faux magical abilities. Napoleon wanted RobertHoudin to demonstrate that French magic was stronger than the regional. For these performances,
Houdin exploited the symbolic Light and Heavy Chest. In this illusion, only the magician had the
power to lift a seemingly light chest which became an unmovable trunk in anyone else’s hands.
However, Robert-Houdin added a crueler twist to his variation; rather than making the chest
simply heavier in someone else’s hands, he rigged it so an electrical shock would be delivered to
whoever tried to lift the chest.2 This tampering is not something that would have ever been
attempted on a white audience, however, the racism of Houdin’s era determined people of color
to be expendable, whether for amusement or domination.
While magic in Western civilization became associated with science and illusion, the
belief that non-European peoples trusted in a false superstition was used to justify European
expansion. The superiority of “modern” conjuring as seen through the eyes of Westerners further
segregated European magic from supernatural beliefs in other cultures, perpetuating the division
between white magic and pagan beliefs. Combined with racism, “black” magic referred not only
to morally corrupt magic but now connoted skin color. As historian Simon During observes,
“The terms ‘necromancy’ (raising the dead) and ‘negromancy’ (malevolent magic) had been
used interchangeably in the medieval period, tying death to the black coloration of the plague.”3
European, particularly French, colonizers exploited this linguistic connotation into Africa, and
African varieties of supernaturalism (eg. voodoo, hoodoo, zombie-ism, etc.) were integrated into
European vocabulary and consciousness. New terminology in magic collected through European
expansion included “totem” (a poor transliteration from Algonquian tribes) and “mana” (of
2
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Polynesian origin). While the integration of world languages have added to the diversity of
magic it also provided “tools to demystify and denounce exotic and local magical ‘survivals.’”4
Colonizer psychology continued to permeate magic advertisement from the late 1890s
through the early twentieth century. The lithographs of the famous magician trio – Le Roy,
Talma, and Bosco – illustrates the commonplaceness of and even humor that can be had at the
expense of non-European peoples. In one particular lithograph, each magician of the company
was afforded one column to showcase him/herself. In each column, the featured magician
demonstrates skillful and intellectual superiority over his or her subjects; for Le Roy, it is a dog
distracted by the rabbit he produces; for Talma, a witless driver fooled by her coin manipulation;
and Bosco overpowers his would-be tormenters with tree trunks he turned into stilts. Bosco’s
section portrays all indigenous peoples in the limited view of cannibals, signaling the fear of and
brutishness associated with people of color.5 He demonstrates power over the people as he uses
his powers as a magician avoid becoming dinner. Using the palm trees as stilts, Bosco rampages
after the natives and effectively turns their plans against them. Throughout the life of the
company, Bosco’s role was always that of comic relief. When the original magician passed away,
LeRoy and Talma specifically sought out a new comedian to replace him. Because of the
slapstick nature of Bosco’s part, anything associated with his act guaranteed an opportunity for
comedy or parody. From this relationship, the indigenous people in the 1890s lithograph featured
below are trivialized as being witless savages who are good for a few laughs.

4
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Fig. 1. Le Roy, Talma, Bosco. Comedians de Mephisto Co. ca. 1890.

Images of white magicians overwhelming darker races with their powers grew into a
motif. The magician’s ability to wield this power underscores his dominance as a superior
member of society. In a 1904 lithograph, American magician Harry Kellar leaves a Moorish man
kowtowing at his power to levitate a woman before him. Although exoticism was related with all
things in the orient – from Arabia and Persia to India and China – to see that Kellar has mastery
over this foreign element, pacified American xenophobic concerns. During the Gilded Age
(1880-1910), immigration was at all time high and, fearing marginalization of their own
traditions, present Americans sought any display of power to feel secure in their own status.
After the death of Alexander Herrmann – a Parisian magician who achieved international fame –
Harry Kellar became the most celebrated magician in the United States. His compelling history
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of a runaway born to poor immigrant parents resonated with the popular archetype of the
“American dream.” He was white, male, and had worked his way into the middle class, thus
Kellar became an emblem of American ideals, earning favorable reception.

Fig. 2. Harry Kellar, The Levitation of Princess Karnack. 1904.

To place these lithographs in their proper historical context, it was at the end of the
nineteenth century that American imperialism exploded into a nation-wide frenzy. Imperialism
was the psychological aftershock of the Manifest Destiny. After a traumatic civil war that
temporarily pitted its states against each other, the reunited U.S. embarked on a rocky road to
recovery. As the second industrial current swept the States, a new generation of immigrants
infused into the American population. Among generational Americans, panic for national
identity ensued and a reactionary Nativist movement began. In order to constantly reassure
themselves that they would not be displaced by non-English-speaking newcomers who snatched
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up job opportunities at lower wages, white Americans invented new ways to reestablish their
dominance.
Popular literature reflected these Nativist sentiments of entitlement. John Fiske’s 1885
bestseller Manifest Destiny, which still netted a profit for its author in the 1890s, promoted
Anglo-Saxon expansionism. “The work which the English race began when it colonized North
America is destined to go on until every land on the earth’s surface that is not already the seat of
an old civilization shall become English in its language…The day is at hand when four-fifths of
the human race will trace its pedigree to English forefathers.”6 William Allen White was quite
typical of journalists when in the Emporia Gazette of March 20, 1899, he expressed a philosophy
of racist supremacy:
“Only Anglo-Saxons can govern themselves. The Cubans will need a despotic government for
many years to restrain anarchy until Cuba is filled with Yankees. Uncle Sam the First will have to
govern Cuba as Alphonso the Thirteenth governed it. . . . It is the Anglo-Saxon's manifest destiny
to go forth as a world conqueror. He will take possession of the islands of the sea . . . . This is
what fate holds for the chosen people. It is so written. . . . It is to be.”7

The president agreed. In his message of December 1899, McKinley argued that the new Cuba
“must needs be bound to us by ties of singular intimacy and strength if its enduring welfare is to
be assured.”8 The sudden acquisition of territories overseas, moreover, posed various
constitutional questions about the civil rights of the peoples involved. In a series of test cases, the
Insular cases, of which all but two were decided on May 27, 1901, the Supreme Court resolved
the controversy with a sophistical distinction. By a majority of 5 to 4 it declared that the
Philippines and Puerto Rico were territories appurtenant to, but not part of, the United States, and
thus that their peoples were subjects, not citizens. In order to fully subscribe to the imperialist
6
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philosophy, one had to believe that all other races were morally, intellectually, or governmentally
flawed and in need of European or Euro-American guidance.9
In one lithograph depicting his famous Tiger God act, Horace Goldin plays the role of a
white savior for a fair-skinned damsel from a Moorish king. Presumably the woman is meant to
be sacrificed to a tiger god. Her clothes match Goldin’s, establishing an implicit solidarity
between the only two European-looking figures in the scene. Moreover, the white clothing
becomes associated with skin color, creating a very stark contrast and emphasizing the darkness
of the Moor captors. It defied imperial values to concede that a member of an “inferior” race
could be in command of enlightened entertainment magic and mystify a white audience. 10 As
magic transitioned from a street craft into a theatrical art, it became more difficult for a racist
society to attribute such a comprehensive form of entertainment to another race.

Horace Goldin, The Tiger God. 1915.
9
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One of the most notable performers who encountered the hardships of American racism
was Ehrich Weiss (1874-1926), better known as Harry Houdini. Born in Budapest, Hungary and
immigrated to the US when he was only four. As Jewish-Americans, the family existed on the
fringes of social acceptance, skirted by the dominant Anglo-Saxon culture. In 1886, at the age of
twelve, Houdini ran away from home. Working as a shoeshine boy in Delavan, Wisconsin,
Houdini kept his original first name, Ehrich, but adopted the new surname of “White.” As
Kasson notes in his study of race in Houdini, Tarzan, and the Perfect Man, this marks “his first
tentative shedding of his Jewish name and racial identity in favor of a more generalized
whiteness.”11
The turning point for Houdini’s foray into a career in magic came in 1891 when he
officially took on the stage name of Harry Houdini. The given name deriving from his nickname,
Ehrie, and the surname from Father of Modern Conjuring, Robert-Houdin.12 Houdini had been
erroneously informed that adding an “i” to a word in French meant “like something or
someone.”13 Thus, Houdini wished to be like Houdin. His Jewish name jettisoned, Houdini felt
he could escape much of his father’s failure as an unsuccessful rabbi and instead command an
audience as a magician, sustaining “a fantasized self of miraculous powers.”14 Much like the
escape acts for which he would be later known, Houdini reinvented himself in order to escape
the bonds of Jewish stereotypes. Parallels in American popular culture included Al Jolson, best
known for his blackface performance in The Jazz Singer (1927), who made a startling
comparison of the negative stereotypes linking his Jewish ancestry and African-American
11
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stigmatization. His character, Jakie Rabinowitz, wishes to become a jazz singer and, after facing
much scorn from his father, dons blackface and unabashedly makes his stage debut. The film
demonstrates trying to “assimilate its Jewish hero into mainstream society by stressing the
distance between the white performer and the black,”15 thus acknowledging the inbred gap in
America’s twentieth-century racial hierarchy.
Gilded Age America was not particularly progressive in its perspective Jewish
populations, with contemporary literature documenting, “The Jew is in all ages the same;
groveling, greedy grasping, in pursuit of gold; tyrannous and insolent in possession; conscious of
the scorn with which he is re-garded by a loftier race.”16 Perhaps Houdini wished to mimic
Robert-Houdin in more than mastery of technique. When Houdin introduced magic into the
parlor space of the bourgeoisie home, he branded magic as the craft of white, middle-class men.
For Houdini, he provided a father figure who, in contrast to Houdini’s actual father, was a
successful, inventive man and became the role model for a charismatic identity in fame and
fortune. As a magician who imitated Houdin, Houdini circumvented rabbinic failure as an
assimilated entertainer in society. Rather than follow in his father’s path, Houdini figuratively
exchanged his kippah and tallit for a top hat and coattails. He never openly denied being Jewish,
but he “defined himself first and foremost as a free man and only incidentally as a Jew.” And
Houdini was keenly aware of the anti-Semitism of his era. He once wrote from Munich, “It is
awful what I hear from people that are Jew Haters and don’t know that I am a Sheeney.”
Detractors in the U.S. occasionally muttered their regret that “this low-minded Jew has any claim
on the word American.”17

15
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From 1890-1920 more than a third of the Jewish population in Eastern Europe
immigrated to the United States.18 The sudden and steady influx of newly arrived immigrants
spurred on American jingoism. Josiah Strong, the general secretary for the American Evangelical
Alliance, wrote that “unchecked immigration, which was bringing large numbers of papists and
Jews to America, might diminish American vigor.”19 He further believed that Anglo-Saxon
superiority was the race’s “pure spiritual Christianity.” Strong identified a close connection
between race and religion, writing, “It was no accident that the great reformation of the sixteenth
century originated among a Teutonic, rather than a Latin people.”20 This coincides with the
rationale behind all colonization, that the indigenous people being oppressed need to be
converted. Western performance magic thus became a test for intelligence and reason. The desire
to hold “native-born” Americans in higher esteem than recent immigrants spawned nativism. In
1912, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge argued need for literacy tests and its implication on the new
immigrants:
“It is found, in the first place, that the illiteracy test will bear most heavily upon the Italians,
Russians, Poles, Hungarians, Greeks, and Asiatics, and very lightly, or not at all, upon Englishspeaking emigrants, or Germans, Scandinavians, and French. In other words, the races most
affected by the illiteracy test are those whose emigration to this country has begun within the last
twenty years and swelled rapidly to enormous proportions…”21

By placing separate laws and standards for new immigrants, Cabot furthered into legislation the
popular notion that other races were somehow inferior. In 1916, Madison Grant, an American
eugenicist and amateur anthropologist, published his most influential piece of scientific racism,
The Passing of the Great Race. He rallied for “Nordic superiority” and argued for a strong

18
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eugenics program in order to “save the waning ‘Nordics’ from inundation of other race types.”22
Thus, magic – as a popular form of entertainment reflects – As late as 1927, Harlan Tarbell
perpetuated the stereotype of “barbaric natives.” In the “History of Magic” chapter of his famous
Tarbell Course in Magic, he wrote, “The Australian natives, like other barbaric tribes, do not
believe that a man can die of causes other than being slain or being bewitched.”23 Tarbell
dismisses the analytical capabilities of indigenous peoples and lumps their rituals with
superstition as most “modern magic” has for the past decades. By devaluing the beliefs of noEuro peoples magic became a pursuit of enlightened white culture and in establishing this limited
access. Thence, any non-white person performing magic was viewed as a backward anomaly
stepping outside of their appropriate and assigned social intellect.

III. Minstrel Magicians: Race and its Interpretation in Vaudeville

Black Carl once boasted that he was the only colored magician. When asked by a friend
why black magicians were so rare, he explained, “White folk don’t like being fooled by black
folk.”24 In his candid response, Black Carl succinctly framed white American’s concern with
magicians of color: it was a power struggle. To be fooled by magic was to admit ignorance and
thus powerlessness in the face of the magician. For a culture that was obsessed with racial
hierarchy, higher distinction required that there be a lower race to provide a comparison. In the
antebellum South, upper-middle class social theorist George Fitzhugh remarked on the
camaraderie among whites. “Few of our whites ever work as day laborers, none as cooks,

22
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scullions, ostlers, body servants, or in other menial capacities.”25 The “menial capacities” were
left to African-Americans, whom Fitzhugh regarded as “only grown-up children.” The United
States’ obsession with proving its own virility and dominance with deemed impossible and
undesirable to separate from its white citizenry. To be a reflection of their nation, white
Americans needed to lord their power over another. The power struggle presented in
entertainment – magic’s theme in particular places one person in control over an audience that
wishes to be fooled. Hence, magician Black Carl admitted that on a regular basis, “I’ve had my
act interrupted by white folk demanding to know how I accomplished my magic.”26 Many black
magicians still endured the brunt of racism, especially in the post-Reconstructionalist South. Jim
Crow Laws were the residue of centuries’ racism in the US. These local and state laws prohibited
the mixing of black and white races throughout the South and several other states, barring
African-Americans from entering white establishments, businesses, and even churches. Under
the pretext of the “separate but equal” clause as established in the landmark court case of Plessey
v. Ferguson, the Jim Crow laws promoted racial segregation long after the Civil War had ended,
still effectively tearing the U.S. in two. George Walker, a successful African-American
vaudevillian, lamented, “The one hope of the colored performer must be in making a radical
departure from the old ‘darky’ style of singing and dancing…There is an artistic side to the black
race, and if it could be properly developed on the stage, I believe the theatergoing public would
profit much by it.”27 Walker is referring to the minstrel shows that still perpetuated black
stereotypes. The minstrelsy an American brand of entertainment consisting of comic skits,
variety acts, dancing, and music, performed by white people in blackface or, especially after the

25
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Civil War, black people in blackface. Minstrel shows lampooned black people as dim-witted,
lazy, buffoonish, superstitious, happy-go-lucky, and musical. Magicians who were AfricanAmericans were catalogued under the rare and frequently the absurd because they went against
type. A magician, as performer Black Carl observed, was defined as someone who could astound
and “fool” his audience. During this period charged with racial prejudices, a person of color was
unfit for that role.
Like many African Americans in his field, Black Carl was a magician who encountered
more than one scrape with racist attitudes that permeated American vaudeville. A little before the
turn of the twentieth century a novice minstrel performer, Samuel Finch, joined Carl’s troupe.
“We travel in this lousy car and keep a storehouse of food on hand simply because white people
always want to see the show, but they don’t want to house us or feed us.”28 They often traveled
with the windows closed because “when white children spot the Jim Crow car they use an open
window as a target to aim their garbage through.”29 The necessity of camaraderie among black
performers was almost directly related to survival. On one occasion, Finch tripped during a
dance act and landed on a blonde woman in the audience. He raced back to the car for shelter,
joined shortly by Black Carl. A crowd was closing in outside and Finch begged to be hidden.
Putting his showmanship to use, Carl hid his coworker behind a cabinet’s trick panel. When the
angry crowd arrived, Black Carl demonstrated the seemingly empty cabinet, leaving the mob to
search elsewhere and avoiding what could have been a lynching for Finch.30 That Carl’s skills of
deception were vital to his coworker’s survival underscores the terror whites held over people of
color and how it bled into the entertainment industry. Where there should have been lighthearted
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amusement, a minor social transgression took center stage. Racial boundaries were a rigid
priority in the American eye, something even a magician could not remedy.
In the summer of 1909, a riot against African-Americans broke out on New York’s
rooftop garden, the Jardin de Paris. The result was that blacks would be excluded from New
York theaters, making it increasingly difficult for African-Americans to play in vaudeville.
Fortunately, hope sprung for Carl when a black vaudeville venue finally opened up in September
1909 as the Colored Vaudeville Benevolent Association organized in New York City. On
October 3, 1909, Black Carl and his friend, George Archer, opened the Palace Hall Theatre, the
first black vaudeville theatre in New York City. Opening the bill on the night was Carl’s magic
act.31 At this point, he began working exclusively for black audiences and record of him is lost
afterwards. However, Carl’s success as a performer was dependent upon the supportive niche of
his African-American audience. For a black magician the prospect of avoiding bigoted hecklers
was a dream. “No more traveling! No more hostile audiences! No more hassles!” Carl had
cried.32 Vaudeville contemporary Alfred L. Bernheim noted, “Several agents in Chicago are
known to book Negro attractions, among them Martin Klein, JM Weingarten, Morris Greenwald,
Norman Friednenwald, and James O’Neil.”33 In December 1909, Houdini wrote, “there is a field
for a colored magician, and you can always obtain work if your act is up to standard…Black Carl
was once frequently heard of, but at the present date a colored magician is an actual novelty.”34
The Jim Crow laws did not directly forbid black people from participating in recreation or
entertainment, but they did endorse a segregated culture. Disenfranchising tactics, for example,
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through a combination of poll taxes, literacy tests, and residency requirements, placed AfricanAmericans and other people of color in a separate sphere of lesser social power.
J. Hartford Armstrong was an African-American magician who, among magicians of his
own race, was called “King of the Colored Conjurers.” He rose to a degree of prestige previously
unattained by black performers in his era. Even more astounding is that his act was almost
entirely self-sufficient on the support of the African-American community and “there is no
indication that the Armstrong show ever performed for a white audience.”35 Armstrong focused
his attention toward African-American schools and churches. He also made overtures to engage
other racially oppressed communities and reached out to Native American reservations. However,
the stigmatization of the black community had run so deep that upon meeting with the
reservation’s spokesman Armstrong was turned away. The explanation was offered was, “We did
not realize from your publicity photo that you were colored.”36 Details in Armstrong’s life echo
the impact of racism. Rather than approach magic dealers directly – the majority of which, such
as Thayer and Tannen, had white owners – Armstrong ordered much of his apparatus by mail.
Indirect contact usually allowed the opportunity to circumvent discrimination and potentially
volatile. However, in 1907, one order for the props and secret to handkerchief production from
August Roterberg, a Chicago-based magic dealer, placed Armstrong in an awkward predicament.
The secret to the trick was a false finger or, in magician parlance, a thumb tip. Although he had a
fairly light complexion, Armstrong saw that the thumb tip was for a Caucasian magician. He
returned it with a note that stiffly stated that the finger was too light as the purchaser was a
colored man.37 From then on, Armstrong would repaint his thumb tips and other gimmicks to
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match his flesh.38 No market for gimmicks that catered to magicians of color meant that nobody
besides a white performer was expected to be a magician. If magicians of color were welcomed
into the magic community, then Armstrong would have had no reservations about requesting a
thumb tip in his complexion or perhaps even being able to find a suitable one in a catalog. That
the magic dealers’ market overlooked magicians of color exemplifies the field’s racial
exclusivity.
Other ways to assure himself and his company stable and respectful treatment was
Armstrong’s habit of avoiding hotels all together. The company either slept on their train or
stayed as guests at homes of the clergy or other community members. Despite his membership to
the International Brotherhood of Magicians (IBM) and his contributions to the organization’s
Linking Ring magazine, Armstrong remained “virtually ignored by the white magic fraternity.”39
In spite of his contributions and efforts to reach out to other ethnic groups and associations,
Armstrong remained an overlooked and underappreciated magician because of the prejudice
surrounding his race.
In the time span of 1901 and 1909 he toured with his brother Joseph (or Thomas) as the
“Armstrong Brothers”. Early 1901 he teamed up briefly with a magician Jordan as "Armstrong
and Jordan”. In their performance, J.H. Armstrong entertained with standard effects as
production of flowers, coin vanishes, and doves magic. He also paid careful attention to keep his
material relevant to his African-America audience. In one illusion, the Sand Frame, in which a
picture frame would suddenly be filled with the image of a public icon, Armstrong conjured a
portrait of Frederick Douglas. His daughter, Ellen Armstrong, would continue the family legacy,
carrying on the first family dynasty for a black magician in magic history. She entertained with
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mental effects and mindreading well into the 1960s and enjoyed less discrimination than her
father. During vaudeville, the greatest trick for black performers ultimately was to disguise their
race in order to circumvent prejudice and reel in bookings that would have otherwise been
unavailable. It was from their success in this avenue that white performers also adopted the
appearance of persons of color. Performers in related entertainment, such as Frank Bell and Jim
McIntyre who sported blackface in the minstrelsy, were successful “darky” acts.40 Magicians
decided to try their luck.

IV. Racial Cross-Dressing: The Appeal of the Exotic

In the Jim Crow-ridden era of the United States, black entertainers found it advantageous
to sport a fakir’s turban and try to pass off as a foreigner rather than an African-American. The
U.S. at the time was gripped by a wave of Victorian Orientalism that had been passed over from
England. The American pride and Nativism that seeped into the population only whetted their
imaginations for what a “real” foreign magician could produce. However, these opportunities
grew restricted in 1882, President Chester A. Arthur signed the Chinese Exclusion Act into effect.
The act forbade any more Chinese immigrants from entering the United States. The racist double
standard was clearly announced – the Chinese had been good enough cheap labor to lay down
railroad track, but they were not a welcomed people to diversify the American population.
Conversely, Victorian Orientalism – an obsession with all things from the East during the late
nineteenth to early twentieth century – continued to fascinate the bourgeoisie, regardless of the
40
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prevalent jingoism. The fashion was apparent in faux-bamboo furniture, vases from the Far East,
and textiles that furnished middle-class parlor rooms as well as pagoda-inspired architecture.
Orientalism was fashionable because, in spite of prejudices toward many nationalities,
Orientalism was a “corporate institution for…dealing with it by making statements about it,
authorizing views of it…ruling over it.”41 Summarily, Orientalism was the representation of
Western society possessing the power to define and dominate a foreign other.
Magicians capitalized on the opportunity to dress up their shows. On stage, Orientalism
meant lavish productions involving lanterns, silks, fish bowls, and vases. If magic thrived on
misdirection, then the artistry of “Chinese” props provided the distraction necessary to
accomplish illusionary feats. And none of it could have been further removed from the genuine
article. Traditional Chinese acts did include fish bowl productions, but the most common ones
were feats of fire-eating. What the West later came to identify as being “traditionally” Chinese
were in reality Western illusions that were said to be Chinese – one example being the famous
Linking Rings, a parlor and later stage illusion in which solid rings were linked and unlinked,
seeming to melt together.42 The positive reception of non-Chinese effects would produce an
adverse reaction toward legitimate Asian conjurors who had a more austere style of performance,
lacking all the flair and trimmings to which Western audiences had grown so accustomed.
Essentially, Westerners were living out a fantasy. What they dubbed “oriental” was an artificial
reconstruction of effects they found appealing. A real Chinese act would have lost its audience
because it would have been unsatisfying. It required a white magician, someone who had only a
superficial understanding of the Chinese brand as opposed to the culture, to understand, present,
and sell the package of exoticism that his audience demanded.
41
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The first case of a racial cross-dresser is attributed to Ching Lau Lauro (fl. 1828-1839),
an English magician who disguised himself as a Chinese conjuror. Obviously, he was decades
before Ching Ling Foo took Europe by storm. However, his act did not become popular until
Robert-Houdin introduced it to a Western audience. At this time there is an obvious shirking
away from non-European culture which means that there were several incidents between the
1830s and 1900 that led to the success of Will Robinson, an American who went under the alias
of Chung Ling Soo.
In 1898, a Chinese immigrant magician, born Chee Li Qua (1854-1922), quickly realized
that his Western audience had little to no concept of what “Chinese” was. When he arrived in the
U.S., he billed himself as “the Court Conjuror to the Empress of China” for his debut at the
Trans-Mississippi Exhibition in Omaha, Nebraska.43 Chee Li Qua changed his name to Ching
Ling Foo, deciding that the syllables would be easier to remember for his Western audience of
minimal exposure. Ching Ling Foo’s professional magic was never shy of miraculous: he
spewed colorful streamers and six-foot poles from his mouth. His popularity enchanted a number
of imitators to mimic his name from Ching Ling Soo to Chung Li Foo to Foo Ling You –
although the last may be left to pundit fever.44 One magician, the Great Lafayette, jumpstarted
his career as he “impersonated Ching Ling Foo only long enough to establish himself in
vaudeville.”45 However, not all imitation was flattering for the original Chinese conjuror or other
people of color. In one very telling photograph, Lafayette produces two bowls: one featuring his
beloved dog, Beauty, and a second featuring an African-American child. As if to place both on
the same scale of worth – that of performing animals – Lafayette demonstrated the public’s
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dismissive attitude toward and trivialization of other races. To be on par with a dog – not even
the dignity of a stagehand or assistant – the child is subjugated as a stage prop.

Nonetheless, Ching Ling Foo relished the admiration of the public and imitators he had
attracted, and attempted a publicity stunt, offering $1000 for anyone who could perfectly
replicate his act, particularly the illusion of producing a fish bowl from thin air.46 This proved to
be a professionally fatal mistake. By the close of the 1890s, Will Robinson had been the assistant
and top stage manager for each of American’s great rival magicians Alexander Herrmann and
Harry Kellar. He was ready to become his own act, using the trending Chinese magic as his
major marketing tool. However, when he accepted the challenged posed by Ching Ling Foo, the
offer was withdrawn and Robinson missed his chance. Undaunted, he pursued the idea of
46
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becoming the Chinese magician the public craved. Robinson had the acumen to sense the
demand for a foreign celebratory – xenophobic America needed a physical representation of the
new races of people who entered its shores and the comfort of seeing such a person as an
entertainer eased the anxiety – and he had the talent create such a figure.
Billing himself as Hop Ling Soo, Robinson opened at the Folies-Bergere on March 15,
1900. Unfortunately, the water bowl slipped and spilled during his featured trick. Charles De
Vere, a magic dealer, reported for Mahatma, a conjuring magazine, that Robinson was “out of
his element” in Chinese apparel and would have been more effective in coattails. Nonetheless,
Robinson was booked in London for the Alhambra. An international vaudeville agent, Ike Rose,
booked Robinson for a month’s engagement in Paris if he would imitate Chung Ling Foo.
On April 16, 1900, the Alhambra Theater in London boasted a new magic act for the evening.
Chung Ling Soo was set to make his first appearance in Europe, performing “authentic” Chinese
magic. In reality, Soo’s act was a European adaptation of what a Western audience would expect
a Chinese act to possess. He still used tired and true European magical feats – doves, flags, and
metal tubes – working only to dress them up as he strutted about the stage in Chinese robes. The
only two Chinese tricks in Soo’s program were the fire-eating effect and the famous Fishbowl
Production. Max Muller, a scholar and advocate of Victorian Orientalism, remarked, “China is
simply old, very old – that is, remote and strange.”47 The idea that this odd and exotic land,
previously free of European influence, was now gradually being consumed by the British Empire,
excited many English citizens to actually see a Chinese act. As Chung Ling Soo, Will Robison
delivered exactly what he knew the Orientalist fantasy demanded. The assembly of austere feats
and tricks for a traditional Chinese act would not hold the same appeal as a romantic rendering.
Robinson hunted for his costumes in Chinatown, prizing gaudiness over appropriateness. If they
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had on women’s clothes, mismatched uniforms, or even wore their clothes backwards that was
not as high a priority as the color, vibrancy, and character the costumes helped convey on stage.
Robinson felt himself making a real transformation and confidently remarked, “The moment I
step upon the stage I lose my identity and become in fact, what I am to be – Chung Ling Soo.”48

Will Robinson and his alter ego, Chung Ling Soo.

Robinson’s stage persona quickly became life-consuming. Early in his career, he
attempted publicity stunts, even agreeing to a contract with theatrical agent and long-time friend,
Charles Hand, to letting it slip that he was a Caucasian impersonating a Chinese magician.49
However, when the Liverpool Theatrical News ran a 1908 headline declaring “Chung Ling Soo,
the Fraud” it did not seem to hurt Robinson’s prestige in the least. His act only grew more
elaborate with each succeeding year. His main assistant, a Japanese-American named Frank
Kametaro, “translated” Robinson’s gibberish “Chinese” and pidgin English in interviews. For
nearly eighteen years, Robinson never spoke a word on stage before his audience; “a master of
pantomime, accentuating every illusion with his dramatic poses and expressive gestures.”50 His
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style of impersonating an Asian stereotype would continue for over a decade after his death. In a
1929 article from The Magic Wand, the columnist chooses Chinese magicians for his example of
what it means for a magician to be in character. “A ‘Chinese’ magician must perform in a
leisurely style, as befitting the part of the placid oriental.”51 In projecting the stereotype of
shiftlessness and apathy on the Chinese, the article illustrates a prejudice that developed during
the second major wave of immigration. Collectively, white American entertainers’ imitation of
people of color created a “racist totalizing based upon immutable physical distinctions
purportedly permeating all aspects of being.”52 In other words, the audience accepted, whether
consciously or subliminally, the stereotypes presented to them on stage and integrated these
racial caricatures into their memories, thus perpetuating racial stereotyping. That these beliefs
and trends continued into the 1930s and beyond demonstrates how profoundly magic had been
impacted by the cultural shifts during this volatile period.

V. Conclusion

For the greater portion of modern magic, magicians of color have been pigeon-holed by
their race, packed into the space of exoticism, and because of this assigned marketability, have
been imitated by white magicians. As late as 1947, Henry Hay continued to classify magicians’
skills by the stereotyped expectations surrounding their ethnicities and nationalities. For instance,
he ranks Chinese as the “finest magicians of the East, closely followed by the Japanese,” and –
he slings the last quite low – “the East Indians make a rather poor third.”53
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Modern performance magic came into full fruition during a time period that was heavily
framed by social class and imperialism. As Europe and the United States expanded their
governments into colonies magic became a means of defining the people they subjugated. If the
indigenous population viewed technology or sleight-of-hand as magic, then it only proved to
Euro-Americans the superstition that still gripped these “backward” peoples. Magic further grew
into a method to gauge intellectual ability. Because Robert-Houdin introduced magic into the
“civil” space of a parlor room, then it became associated with the white middle class.
In many respects, magic became representational of the power struggle of the Western
world to dominate other non-European civilizations. Magic placed its performers in a position of
power and knowledge; however, “because of its black and white color-coding, [magic] also
associated [magicians] with the forces of darkness.”54 Thus, enlightened magic (ie. parlor magic
that is used for entertainment and not divination) became a way to express intelligence over
superstition and long-held beliefs in the occult. Incidentally, as long as a people held magic and
illusions in the esteem of being miracles of the divine or supernatural, they were deemed as a
culture that was uncivilized, lacking the mental capacity to distinguish between a trick with a
logical explanation and a genuine miracle. Hence, the appreciation of magic in the Western
hemisphere became as much about colonization and racial dominance as it was entertainment.
Because of these preconceived notions about race and ability, magicians of color had to
eke out their livings by patronizing the assumptions made about their own race. For black
magicians who worked in the age of minstrelsy, magic was means of finding power and
maintaining an appeal to broad audiences. J. Hartford Armstrong chose to be selective in his
audience, catering only to fellow African-Americans, and his popularity as a performer is noted
by the success and relative comfort he enjoyed in his career. As a means of breaking away from
54
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the minstrel show, Africa-American magicians would alter their identities completely to assume
the role of Southeast Indian conjurors. These alternations exemplify the United States’
counterintuitive receptiveness to foreign entertainment in spite of an era rife with racism and
jingoism.
As noted with the example of Chung Ling Soo, capitalization on the expectations of
exoticism ultimately led to success for some magicians – white magicians who donned Chinese
robes or African-Americans who passed off as fakirs. In many cases, trading identity was
acceptable in magic. After all, a magician was already deceiving his audience therefore any
change to his race could be anticipated, in some cases even welcomed. William Robinson was
exceptional in that he pandered to all his audience’s expectations of what it meant to be
“Chinese.” In his situation, we see the use of race for entertainment and creating a distinction in
the performer without ever completely understanding the culture. Chung Ling Soo’s audience
did not want a genuine Chinese show, they wanted a white imitation that would tantalize their
fantasies. Thus, the commercialization of race grew into a marketing tool, allowing people to
glimpse seemingly foreign “cultures” while still sparing the travel expenses at the proximity of
the other. The era of marketing race in magic is the same as the age of imperialism. Watching
magic show performed by a fakir or Chinese conjuror brought the idea of imperialism a little
closer to home – specifically in the “safe” space of a theatre – and permitted audiences to
experience a foreign “other” they would otherwise have been unable to meet. Race and its
representation in magic during the early twentieth century reflected a heterogeneous nation still
grappling with the incorporation of new ethnic populations and the desire to dominate nonWestern countries.
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